Parker’s Capers and
Papers
Soapy Heroes
Our Foundation to year 2 students will soon be participating in the ‘Soapy Heroes
campaign’. The Soapy Heroes Campaign provides a fun and interactive way for students to learn about the importance of washing their hands. All students participating in the campaign will bring home a Soapy Hero certificate and colouring activity
to share with their family.
Indonesian Performance
Recently at assembly our Foundation to year 2 students and Pak McDonald performed the Indonesian version of “Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes”. (Kepala,
bahu, lutut dan kaki.) They did a marvellous job!
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Dates to
Remember








18th Aug—15th
Sept–
Swimming
5th Sept-—
Lightning
Premiership.
6th Sept– Victorian Premier’s
Reading
Challenge
closes.
7th Sept— Disco
–Favourite
character.
7th Sept—
Book club closes
14th Sept—5/6
excursion—Urban
Exploration
Excursion.



Inside this issue:

EXPO Night and Book Parade
Thank you for your great support of both these events. It was wonderful to see so
many parents and friends engaging in the activities provided by the school to support the learning of our children.
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Parker’s Capers and Papers

Students of the Week – 21st August
Sidd

Comparing and ordering numbers from smallest to largest

Ryder

Representing the numbers 11-20 on a tens frame.

Candice

Showing teen numbers on a tens frame using counters

Holley

Reading with lovely expression.

Martin

Correctly demonstrating repeated addition.

Aleisha

Using stretchy snake to sound out unknown words when reading.

Tayla

Using Skippy Frog while reading.

Jackie

For always trying her best during learning time.

Monique

For sharing her ideas more confidently with the class.

Harry

Attentive listening and enthusiastic participation in our first aid incursion.

Connor

Demonstrating a positive attitude towards his learning.

Azryelle

Being a good friend to her classmates.

Kynan

Sharing artifacts that contribute to our knowledge about deserts.

Winton

Correctly structuring writing pieces and editing for spelling and punctuation.

Aydan

For completing all work tasks and consistently following instructions.

Jacob

Using quotes from the text to back up his opinions.

Students of the Week – 28th August
Jamieson

Being able to read, visualise and draw a sentence.

Tyson

Being able to make a picture of the story in his head and then draw it.

Cooper

Using ‘Lips the Fish’ to work out unfamiliar words.

Sharntay

Reading with enthusiasm.

Daeshaan

Scooping words into meaningful phrases during reading.

Mandrakes

Being a more active member of our class.

Xyris

Using strategies to have a go at unknown words.

Logan

For being enthusiastic about his reading.

Jaymee

Using ‘Stretchy Snake’ and ‘Chunky Monkey’ when sounding out unknown

Dylan

For participating enthusiastically during maths lessons.

Lina

For taking a great catch in sport and being a great team player.

Sally

For using knowledge of sounds and sound patterns to spell words.

Albert

Always putting in 100% to all tasks.

Mitchell

Working very hard and concentrating on his handwriting.

Campbell

For accurate and imaginative directions on his mapping activity.

Esther

Showing persistence when learning about the Cartesian Plane.
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Reading awards for Term 3, Week 5
175 Nights
Pragathi Ravi
Jashan Jangra
Arnob Saha

100 nights
Jenny Ong
Louis Marr
Ceejay Sinclair
Bradley Furness
Iman Ali
Maeva VictorMelanie Boubis
Ceejay Sinclair
Samantha Harris
Albert Masofa

150 Nights
Neel Pandya
Bianca Brecht
Kurtis Tucker
Iman Ali

75 nights
Jennifer Zhang
Dylan Humble
Ryan Barnett
Tania Patel
Violet Lowry
Amber Khubber
Sidd Ankola
Jaice Dunmall
Ibrahim Cheema
Wajiha Ali
Guneer Ahuwalia

125 Nights
Vaishavi Shah
Cheyenne Champian
Louis Marr

50 nights
Thomas Wright
Malia De Thierry
Charlotte Benbow
Dhyani Shah
Ekam Singh Chahal
Nicolas DaviesEphraim
Yuan
Ryder Taylor
Mark Stoker
Tyson Moncrieff
Brody May
Kaila Lamb
Hunter Kehagias
Pheobe Collisson
Inderbir Bhuller
Kohen Royal
Brianna Wilberforce

25 nights
Tyler Pritchard
Karla Woodman
Serenity Colvin
Jayden Sou
William Dominique
Cooper John Corrin

Parker’s Playgroup.

Tucker Street, CRANBOURNE
VIC 3977
Postal: PO Box 659,
CRANBOURNE VIC 3977
Telephone: 03 5996 1142
Fax: 03 5996 9210

We’re on the Web. Check us
out at:
www.cranbournepark.vic.edu.au

Parents are
reminded to please
not enter the school
buildings until after
the 3.15p.m. bell. This
will help to minimise
distractions and
ensure that we
maximise learning
time for all children.
Thank you for your
support in this
matter.

We make lots
of fun things at
Playgroup!

Our Commitment to Educational Excellence
Over the past eighteen months Miss Alisha Bell and I have been working with the Bastow Institute of Educational Leadership to enhance our
leadership ability and ensure we continue to provide the very best educational experience for students. Through the “Create” course at Bastow we were able to work with other school leaders across Melbourne
and study the latest research and its implications for our school. It was
confirming to see that as a school we already embed many of the strategies and processes considered best practice.
We are very lucky at CPPS as we often get opportunities to enhance
and improve our teaching and learning program through a range of professional development, ensuring we keep up with changes to the curriculum and teaching methods. This then flows through allowing students
to be the very best that they can be.
Acting Leading Teacher
Mr Michael Youngs
eSmart Week
The web is a great place to learn, be
creative and stay connected, but with
one in seven young Australians
found to have been cyber bullied –
and the many other challenges young people face online - it’s important
we invest in giving our community the skills they need to be responsible digital citizens. That’s why we’re participating in the Alannah &
Madeline Foundation’s National eSmart Week along with hundreds of
other communities, to show our commitment to building cyber safe
communities.
As part of eSmart week (4th - 8th of September) students will be revising
cyber safety messages at school and we will be including a series of
helpful information sheets in the upcoming newsletters. We also have
many helpful resources that can be found on our website.

